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Biographical Sketch:

Dr. Kathleen L. Valentine received her Ph.D. from Cornell University in 1989. Her dissertation topic was the economic value of caring nurses, with the title “The Value of Caring Nurses: Implications for Patient Satisfaction, Quality of Care and Cost.”

A complete curriculum vitae (CV) dated October 20, 2007 is archived. In this CV, Dr. Valentine states: “The Primary focus of my publications has been to report on methods and findings from studies that I conducted that involve caring and how it matters to individuals, families, and systems. As president of the International Association for Human Caring [1996 – 1999] I initiated the International Journal for Human Caring, to help disseminate care/caring
scholarly work. Some of my most recent work is in analyzing and synthesizing findings across studies of caring. I was the founding Editor and continued as Editor from 1997-2001."

Summary:
This collection deals with the writing of Dr. Valentine's dissertation, the questionnaires used as statistics, concept mapping of the statistical results, and other such material. The materials are between the years 1986-1989. A small number of published papers and some memorabilia from Dr. Valentine's professional career are included as Series II of this collection.

This collection is related to ARC-002, International Association for Human Caring (IAHC). Materials relating directly to Dr. Valentine's tenure as president of IAHC are integrated in the IAHC Archives, ARC-002, see the Finding Aid for IAHC for the index to these materials.

Summary of box contents:
Series I: Dissertation Research - Box 1 – Box 10
Series II: Professional Career – Box 10

Contents:
Series I: Dissertation Research
Box 1: Dissertation Research Questionnaires
Box 2: Dissertation Research Statistics
Box 3: Dissertation Research Statistics - printouts
Box 4: Dissertation Research Statistics - printouts
Box 5: Dissertation
Folder 1 - Dissertation - Correspondence for defense, 1989
Folder 2 - Dissertation - Notes on statistical analysis, reference quotes, no date
Folder 3 - Dissertation - Planning notes for dissertation, no date
Folder 4 - Dissertation - Graphs and statistical calculation of data analysis, no date
Folder 5 - Dissertation - Information analysis of SPSS data, no date
Folder 6 - Dissertation - Mainframe computer finding data tool, no date
Folder 7 - Dissertation - Analysis of tool/categories, no date
Folder 8 - Dissertation - Use of mainframe computer for file transfer, no date
Folder 9 - Dissertation - Dissertation "to do list", no date
Folder 10 - Dissertation - Tool evaluation to nursing advisory council, no date
Folder 11 - Dissertation - Collection analysis, no date
Folder 12 - Dissertation - Data analysis, no date
Folder 13 - Dissertation - Validation of questionnaire, 1988
Folder 14 - Dissertation – Teaching, no date
Folder 15 - Dissertation - UHS News, 1986
Folder 16 - Dissertation - Article – Nursing resources, no date
Folder 17 - Dissertation – Miscellaneous, no date
Folder 19 - Dissertation - Calendars of Questionnaires, 1988
Folder 20 - Dissertation - Incentive program, no date
Folder 21 - Dissertation - Critical care staffing ledger, 1988
Folder 22 - Dissertation - Correspondence draft/template letter for proposed article on caring, 1988
Folder 23 - Dissertation - Paperwork at interview, no date
Folder 24 - Dissertation - Formulation of concept mapping list, 1987
Folder 25 – Dissertation – Patient Consent Form, Sample, no date
Folder 26 – Dissertation – Patient Caring Questionnaire, Sample, no date

**Box 6 – Dissertation, continued**

Folder 27 - Dissertation – Chapter 1 Draft 1, 1988  
Folder 28 - Dissertation – Chapter 2 Draft 1, 1988  
Folder 29 - Dissertation – Chapter 2 Draft 1, no date  
Folder 30 - Dissertation – Chapter 2 Draft 2, no date  
Folder 31 - Dissertation – Chapter 3 Draft 1, 1988  
Folder 32 - Dissertation – Chapter 4 Draft 2 without tables, 1989  
Folder 33 - Dissertation – Chapter 4 Draft 2 with tables, no date  
Folder 34 - Dissertation – Chapter 5 Draft 4, 1989  
Folder 35 - Dissertation – Chapter 5 Draft 2, no date  
Folder 36 - Dissertation – Chapter 6 Draft 1, 1989  
Folder 37 - Dissertation – Chapter 6 Draft 2, no date  
Folder 38 - Dissertation – Appendices, no date  
Folder 39 - Dissertation – Introduction no draft number given, no date

**Box 7 – Dissertation, continued**

Folder 40 - Dissertation – Concept mapping with patients, 1987  
Folder 41 - IAHC - Multidimensional concept mapping, IAHC Conference, 1987  
Folder 42 - Dissertation - Final Study, no date  
Folder 43 - Dissertation - Data tracking form identifying hospital data and complications, no date  
Folder 44 - Dissertation - Analysis of plots, 1987  
Folder 45 - Dissertation - Dissertation Committee, 1987  
Folder 46 - Dissertation - Dissertation Committee, 1987  
Folder 47 - Dissertation - Dissertation Committee, 1987

**Box 8 – Dissertation, continued**

Folder 48 – Dissertation - Statistical methods to analyze caring data for the integrated caring model; Factor analysis of Statistics; Appendix; Correlation run, 1989  
Folder 49 - Dissertation - Concept Mapping, 1987  
Folder 51 - Dissertation - Statistical analysis, no date  
Folder 52 - Dissertation - Curriculum Vitae, 1989  
Folder 53 - Dissertation - Progress Report, 1987  
Folder 54 - Dissertation - Research approval correspondence, 1987  
Folder 55 - Dissertation – Overheads and presentation, “Caring is more than kindness: Modeling its complexities”; notes from another presentation, 1989

**Box 9 – Dissertation, continued**

Folder 56 - Dissertation – Miscellaneous document, no date  
Folder 57 - Dissertation – Chapter 1 Second draft, no date  
Folder 58 - Dissertation – Chapter 2 draft 1, no date  
Folder 59 - Dissertation - Appendix E Statistical Questionnaire, no date  
Folder 60 - Dissertation – Appendix C Caring Questions and Descriptive Statistics, no date  
Folder 61 - Dissertation – Appendix D factor matrix, no date  
Folder 62 - Dissertation – Critique of Chapter 3, no date  
Folder 63 - Dissertation – Critique of Chapter 5, no date  
Folder 64 - Dissertation – Miscellaneous, no date  
Folder 66 - Dissertation – Sorting items on caring – Structured conceptualization research project, 1987
Box 10 – Dissertation, continued

Folder 84 - Dissertation – Preliminary proposal for dissertation, 1987
Folder 85 - Dissertation – Correspondence – Proposal, 1987
Folder 86 – Dissertation – Preliminary Response Grouping on Caring Concepts, no date
Folder 87 - Dissertation – Questionnaire header, no date; summary of corporate management interviews [United Health Services]
Folder 88 - Dissertation – Developing Caring Questionnaire, 1988
Folder 89 - Dissertation – Miscellaneous slogan, no date
Folder 90 - Dissertation – Patient Clustering, no date
Folder 91 - Dissertation – Memo, 1988
Folder 92 - Dissertation – United Health Services Brochure, 1987
Folder 93 - Dissertation – Patient Education Booklet, 1984
Folder 94 - Publication – “Patients’ Opinions of Mental Health Services in Russia”, Sosnovsky and Valentine, no date
Folder 95 - Publication – Utilization of Research on Caring, 1992
Folder 96 - Publication – Draft – Accumulated Evidence for the Construct Validation of Caring, 1990
Folder 99 - Publication – Strategic Planning for Professional Practice, 1992
Folder 100 - Presentation – “Triangulation of Data in Consumer and Provider Assessment of Mental Health Care in Russia”, Amer. Evaluation Assn., no date
Folder 101 - Presentation – “Value of Nurses’ Caring: Implication for Patient Satisfaction, Quality, and Cost”, for dissertation committee?, 1987
Folder 102 - Dissertation – Miscellaneous references, no date
Folder 103 - Dissertation – Minutes – Nursing Advisory, no date
Folder 104 - Dissertation – References, no date
Folder 105 - Dissertation – end notes, no date
Folder 106 - Dissertation – Summary Report for Analysis, no date
Folder 107 - Dissertation – General View of Caring, no date
Folder 108 - Dissertation – Clustering, no date
Folder 109 - Dissertation – Cornell Approval for Subjects Proposal, no date
Folder 111 - Dissertation – United Health Services Patient Consent Staff, no date

Series II. Professional Career
Box 10, continued
Folder 112 - Kathleen Valentine Curriculum Vitae 2007; Resume 1999.
Folder 113 – K. Valentine as President, International Association for Human Caring: Convention badge, membership card 1998, undated newsclip; University of Wisconsin travel arrangements for attendance at 1996 conference; thank-you note and photo from Sandie Soldwich re: incoming IAHC Board; congratulatory letter to Galina Perfiljeva, Nursing Dean, Moscow Medical Academy, June 68, 1995
Folder 114 – Caring Conference, Helsinki 1997: K. Valentine travel arrangements, program, Christmas card
Folder 117 – Brochure: Caring is More than Kindness: Kathleen Valentine, Ph.D., R.N., Health Care Consultant, Clinton, New York (undated)
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